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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROKLNAE 
17,4 (1976) 
.DECOMPOSITION OF SPHERES IN HUBERT SPACES 
P. ERDOS, D. PHEISS,Budapest - Praha 
Abstract; A simple construction of a graph with -K^ 
vertices and with the chromatic number -tf-j whose every sub-
graph spanned by #* vertices has chromatic number .6 -*-ra 
is given. 
Key word; Chromatic number of a graph. 
AMS: 05C15 Ref. 2.: 8.83 
Assume the generalized continuum hypothesis. Consider 
the unit sphere of t he Hilbert space of ̂ + 2 &-^ensi°ns • 
We join two of its points by an edge if their distance is 
greater than •—• . Since -5* < *3 the chromatic num-
ber of this graph is by the following theorem *#<£+../ (a 
graph is called m-chromatic if one can color its vertices 
by m colors so that two vertices which get the same color 
are not joined, but one cannot do this with fewer than m 
colors). 0& the other hand every subgraph spanned by -^^4 
vertices has again by the following theorem chromatic num-
ber £ 4-r̂  . A different construction of such graphs is 
given in 111. 
This note was written at the Durham symposium on the rela-
tions between infinite-dimensional and finite-dimensional 
convexity (1975). 
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Theorem. Let .K0 &> a < » be cardinal numbers* Then 
(i) * (iii) are equivalent and imply (iv), moreover, under 
generalized continuum hypothesis they are equivalent to 
(iv). 
(i) For every c > VH? the unit sphere in a Hilbert 
space of m dimensions can be written as a union of n sets 
with diameter -*-. c. 
(ii) 0:here is a number c 6 ( V~2 9 VH > such that 
the unit sphere in JL^M) can be written as a union of si 
sets with diameter -<-. c« 
(iii) There is a family *€ of subsets of m such that 
card (<£) -6 n and *£ separates points of m (i.e« for 
oC , (I € m, oc 4- /I there is a set C e *t with 
card (C n -fec^/H) * 1). 
(iv) m-^2^ 
Proof. The implications (i) -==-> (ii) and (iii) «-••> (iv) 
are obvious. (ii)=--? (iii): Let { A^; cTe n j be sets in 
-#2 (a) with diameter < /ll covering the unit sphere in 
>22(m). For oc , /3 c m, oc 4- /$ put 
« "V Vz for x » /i 
0 otherwise. 
Put C^ »4.oc e m; there exists /S e m, (I 4- oc such that 
*oc,/3 • A * ? • 
I f oc , /3 € mt oc + fi then there i s a cf such that 
XOCA € -W'* Cfenaequently, oc € C^ and /I # C^ since 
l x ^ . - x ^ y II 2? \T3 for any y . Therefore the family 
4 C - ; cf € n } separates points in m. 
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( i i i ) .*•> ( i ) : Let 0 -< e < -j « Let J l be a family 
of subsets of m separating points of m. We may and will sup-
pose that A i s closed under complements and f inite inter-
sections. Let iB be the system of a l l pairs of f inite se -
quences 4 ( A - , , . . . ^ ) , ( r - , , . . . , r ) } where A l f •••,.& e A 
are nonempty and disjoint and r - , f . . . f r are rational numbers 
t h a t l ^ S ^ r | > (1 ~ £ ) . For cTcJo, <T w 4KA l 9 . . . fAp) f 
( r l f « . . , r ) | put C r̂* 4 x 6^2(m)| 1 x II * 1 and there are 
oĈ  € Ai such that ,2V (x( ec^) - r ^ «* e a J * First pro-
ve that the f amity *f C^ t <?€ 3b} covers the unit sphere 
in *£2(m). If x elgfaO* II x II * 1 find o t 1 , . . - , *c^ such 
that II y - x II < € where y C ^ ) * x ^ i ^ ***& yCoc) » 0 for 
a l l other oc t Since A i s closed under complements and f i -
nite intersections, we can find disjoint sets Ai * A 9 i « 
* l , . . . , p such that <%£ € Ai« Choosing r^ sufficiently c l o -
se to x(oCi), we obtain x c C ^ , where ct -*4(A l f . . . f A ) , 
( r l f . . . , r p ) } 0 
Let us estimate the diameter of C^. If x,y £ Cj* f choose 
ec^€ A i f |3^ e Ai, ( i - l , . . . , p ) such that 
. & (x(oCi> - r t )
2 < s* and . J J j ( (i±> - r ^
2 * e 2 , 
Put - ^ ( ^ i ) =5 x(«^i) f - ^ ( ^ i )
 s *i -for i * l , . . . f p , 
x1(oC ) = x2(oc) = o for a l l other oc , 
y 1 ( ( 1 i ) • y(/1>i)f J 2 ( /3 i ) « ^ for i » l f . . . , p , 
y1(f^) = y 2(f1) * 0 for a l l other (i , 
Then 1 * | x - x - j j 2 * llx-J 2a* fix- x ^ 2 * ( f l x 2 l -
- l a ^ - X g | ) 2 2 5 » x - x - ^ 2 + (1 - 2 g ) 2 
thus » x - X l H
 2 £ 4 fc - 4 g2 -6 4 i ; 
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similarly we prove that II y - y-jj -• 2 \/e j therefore 
II x - y || * II x - XTJ + II x x - x2JI + II x2 - y2fi + II y 2 -
• yr)l + l l y 1 - y l ^ \ f T + 4 V 7 * 2 g . 
(iv) -*=-> ( i i i ) : We can suppose that m = 2 n and n i s a 
set of ordinals such that card -PoC< n for any oc € n. For 
oc 6 n and B c ! ^ ptat k^ ft as«CCc n; C a l ^ = B J , 
The family Ak^ B ; oC € n, BcT^ j separates points in 2
11 
and, since 2°®*** ** £ n, i t s cardinality i s £ n. 
Remark 1: Not using the continuum hypothesis we can 
prove (in the same way as in ( iv) .-=»> ( i i i ) ) that ( i i i ) holds 
for such cardinals n, m thatt 
(a) m£2 n 
(b) If n<n then 211* n. 
Remark 2: If 4&0 £ n<m are cardinal numbers sati®-
tying the condition (iii) of the theorem and if n ° « n then 
the unit sphere in. ^o^ c a n ^ ^i**611 a s a union, of n 
sets with diameter £• V"2. (One can take the covers *€<(%, 
mmmm A 00 
with diameter -£ V^ + -z and put^»«ir \ A- . A,* € *&J.) 
"P -fits-7 -|J, ' -p * 
Therefore the graphs obtained ty joining two points of the 
***<*+.2 -dimensional Hilbert space if their distance is 
> V*2 has the chromatic number J* „ , # 
R e f e r e n c e 
til P. EHDOS and A. HAJNAL: On chromatic number of graphs 
and set-systems, Acta Math. Acad. Sci. Hung.17 
(1966), 61-99* 
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